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To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources)
<DNRECHearingComments@delaware.gov>;soscleaning011@hotmail.com <soscleaning011@hotmail.com>

Comments on Docket #2022-P-W-0008 -- Inland Bays Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility
Name: Steven Reed
Phone: 302 359 3223
Email Address: soscleaning011@hotmail.com
Organization: resident
Comments:
I live at 24735 Lawson Rd Georgetown. My well is already contaminated with high nitrates due to
dumping in the area. I have spent $7000.00 for a water system. If my well fails, I either have to rip
out trees on either side of my home, decking and a pool to drill another one. Or, I have to put near
road which would be around 300ft from home because of septic. Your talking 20,000 or more. I
don't have that. They are talking about expanding site across the street from me behind my
neighbors' homes. On land that already was dumped on which caused my well contamination. The
grading of the land by state records runs towards my home to Swan Creek which runs on the back
of my property. Which means you are talking about making my water problem even worse. They are
also talking about bring over the contaminated soil from inland bays and spreading it on the land
that is already contaminated. There are well heads where they are talking about doing this. The last
water test around 2008 showed the nitrates levels were already at 8.5 which is the max the EPA has
listed. I have they tested those well heads again and if so when. They just put in a half million $
home next to me with kids under 5 on a well. Do you really want to make them sick? We are not a
bunch of pore hicks no one cares about, and you need to stop treating us as such. There are also 4
new over 55 communities and family communities with one next to me and 2 miles of me and more
going in. We need a MODERN FACILITY not a band aid. My well was tested in 2002 and it was fine.
Now if I want to sell, I have to disclose my well is contaminated. I have lived here since 1-1-2000.
this was my little Eden. You want to make it a dump. If this is such a good idea put it next to YOUR
HOUSE. I am 55 and fit. I have had 3 strokes, Vertigo, and skin infections and not to mention the
flies when they start spraying and dumping this stuff. The last time we had the huge rains the back
1/4 of my property and swan creek were flooded for 6 weeks before it went down. Pump it to
Rehoboth see how they feel about it.!!!!!!!!!!!! Just remember us today you and someone else will do
it to your families tomorrow. Do your job and actually go look at where they want to do this. and
who it is going to affect now and 10 years from now with how they are building. What about the
SMELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! What we will be breathing in.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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